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conversation in nauvoo
about the corporeality of god
judaisms dual torah reveal
the tbeformative
formative documents of ofjudaisms
god as a corporeal being with whom we may relate
one cannotpray
philosophical principle
cannot pray
pfay to a pbilosopbicalprinciple
jacob neusner
imagine if you will the age in the middle of the nineteenth
century when seekers after truth wandered the world part of that
renaissance of the religious quest for truth encompassed the
prophet who brought forth the book of mormon it was a time of
quest everywhere with westerners off to india and china to seek
the wisdom of the east jews in germany founding reform judaism and those in poland and russia reinventing the very foundations of the sacred sciences in talmud study one of the marks of
the age was a quest for truth beyond the limits of ones own circumstance leaving home for distant lands a generation of searchers
thought to find somewhere else what they could not locate at
home truths others had discovered insights in alien tongues
the return to jerusalem in the land of israel on the part of
latter day saints marked one such wandering a purposeful mission called by the highest authorities of the LDS church itself that
is why it is easy for latter day saints to imagine such people since
the early generations of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints sent not only missionaries but also apostles bearing the task
simply to pray even in jerusalem for the return of israel to zion
to the merit attained by the dreaming of that dream and the saying
of that prayer we of holy israel have to respond and 1I take it as my
task on this occasion to do so
accordingly the moving story of that initial mormon mission
to zion provokes me to wonder what would have happened had a
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great rabbi in poland in the same period heard rumors of a new
revelation a torah vouchsafed to a young american born in vermont his curiosity aroused he might have sent to the new land a
disciple who by chance had learned the english language there
in the burnt over lands of upstate new york the new revelation
was taking place but by the time our disciple of the sages of
blessed memory reached the area the locus of revelation and
prophetic teaching had moved westward and he could catch up
only when the hegira to illinois had taken place so the disciple
would have found his way to nauvoo where he heard quite
remarkable events in the realm of religion were to be witnessed
were 1I the man what would 1I have found striking what news
would 1I have wanted to bring back to my rabbi and teacher in
poland A single point of acute interest one that 1I think would
have been worthy of long and serious discussion in a polish
yeshiva of the nineteenth century would have been joseph smiths
doctrines about god and godhood
in reviewing the possibilities the occasions the revealed
scriptures the public teaching that might have defined a nascent
mormon encounter with judaism as a counterpart to the prayer
mission to zion my attention comes to rest upon a particular day
and a particular teaching and the reason is important the day is
april 7 1844 the place is nauvoo and the subject is critical to
both mormonism and judaism how do we conceive god that is
not an abstract doctrine but a concrete encounter one engaging
our power of vision and hearing and much of our capacity of
thought and contemplation the single most important truth that
religions have to share with one another is what each claims to
know about god and that is particularly critical in christianity
judaism and islam for all three maintain that there is only one
god the three monotheisms therefore must concur that that
one and only god is the one and the same god whom all of us
aspire to worship and serve hence if we wish to learn from
another religion or about it the starting point should be how do
we conceive of god
that is why the king follett sermon delivered on that april
in 1844 would have found me off at one side listening carefully
trying to find in the resources of my religion the foundations for
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fuli
fall
understanding this religion that even now was coming to full
expression and realization here 1I would have heard one of the
final statements of joseph smith shortly before his death about
what must be for people outside of the LDS church one of its most
striking doctrines
now the joseph smith I1 should have met that day was not
one to mince words he spoke to the point and without ambiguity
writing what we might call a punch in the nose prose that is in
unadorned and powerful language so let me remind you of the
language he used to set forth his doctrine of god the exact
words I1 should have brought back to my yeshiva for study concerning news from the new world among the many things that he
said on that day 1I would have grasped only a few his doctrine of
how god in council undertook creation would have made me
think of the reading of genesis in the midrash compilation genesis rabbah
dabbah which goes over much the same ground indeed were
my mission merely one of scholarship 1I would have gone home
and written a long footnote about parallels between joseph
smiths reading of genesis and that of our jewish sages of blessed
memory but 1I would have had a more important focus of interest
and that is the one defined by joseph smiths quite remarkable
insistence on the corporeality of god a view of matters that for
judaism did not survive the philosophical movechristianity as for forjudaism
ment of the middle ages and their encounter with aristotle this is
what joseph smith said
god himself was once as we are now and is an exalted man and sits
enthroned in yonder heavens that is the great secret if the veil
were rent today and the great god who holds this world in its orbit
and who upholds all worlds and all things by his power was to make
himself visible I1 say if you were to see him today you would see
him like a man in form like yourselves in all the person image and
very form as a man for adam was created in the very fashion image
and likeness of god and received instruction from and walked
talked and conversed with him as one man talks and communes
with another
1

much that he said that day would have left me puzzled but the
main point the doctrine of the corporeality of god we may
converse with him as one man converses with another would
have firmly stuck on my mind
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I1 should have found his doctrine important for two reasons
of all as 1I said it ran counter to the received wisdom of philos-

ophers including philosophers of judaism that god must be conceived as not physical not corporeal we had long been taught
that all references to god as a person like us with physical traits
and qualities analogous to ours were to be treated as metaphors
the entire heritage of philosophy entering into judaism christianity and islam in medieval times had insisted that god is not to be
represented in human form despite the explicit scriptural statement which joseph smith cited that day in nauvoo let us make
man in our image after our likeness gen 126
but there is a second reason that the doctrine would have
made a mark upon my memory and would have won my attention
it is that in the formative documents of the torah in its oral version that same conviction of gods corporeality a being we can
see and know as we know one another governs since an encounter between religions commences with the like and progresses to the unlike that is the point at which as a curious
onlooker 1I should have paid closest attention in the doctrine
taught by joseph smith I1 should have found a remarkable reversion to teachings of the oral torah the documents written down in
the early centuries of the common era out of the unwritten tradition of sinai so anthropomorphism in the teaching of joseph
smith would have represented to a learned talmudist from poland
a conception not to be dismissed but to be carefully considered
to wander from this narrative setting to a more propositional
one here I1 want to demonstrate that precisely the same conception of god comes to expression in the king follett sermon and
in the oral torah that came to written form in the first six centuries
of the common era namely the conception of god with whom
we may converse as one man converses with another 1I claim and
1I shall try to prove that important stories in the tah
nud and retalmud
lated writings make the same point that joseph smith made in nauvoo and that his language there properly mediated into the
language and thought of our sages of blessed memory will have
found a ready hearing among the sages of the oral torah these are
considerable claims therefore before I1 proceed let me cite a single
source that shows 1I do not exaggerate
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it concerns a meeting between abraham and god in the
temple just after the ninth of
ocab
ofab
ab corresponding to early august
in the year 70 CE when the temple was destroyed seeing the
ruin and witnessing the exile abraham reproached god for what
he had done and a conversation ensured just as one man converses with another
said R isaac when the temple was destroyed the holy one
blessed be he found abraham standing in the temple he said to
him whatis
chatis
what is my beloved doing in my house

he said to him I have come because of what is going on with
my children
1

he

said to him

your children sinned and have been sent

into exile

he said to him but wasnt it by mistake that they sinned
15
he said to him she has wrought lewdness jer 11
1115

he said to him but wasnt it just a minority of them that
did it
atr
itr
15
1115
he said to him it was a majority jer 11
he said to him you should at least have taken account of the

covenant of circumcision which should have secured forgiveness
despite their sin
15
1115
he said to him the holy flesh is passed from you jer 11
and if you had waited for them they might have repented
he said to him when you do evil then you are happy

jer 1115
he put his hands on his head crying out and weeping saying
to them god forbid perhaps they have no remedy at all
A heavenly voice came forth and said

leafy olive tree fair with excellent fruit

the lord called you

a

ilig
illg16
1116
jer 11

just as in the case of an olive tree its future comes only at the
end that is it is only after a long while that it attains its best fruit so
in the case of israel their future comes at the end of their time 2

another version of the same story

is explicit in assigning to

god

a hand
why should my beloved be in my house who executes so many
vile designs the sacral flesh will pass away from you for you exult
while performing your evil deeds jer 1115 said R uqba
ubba on
the night of the ninth of
ocab
ofab
ab abraham our father went into the holy
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77e holy one blessed be he took him by the hands and
of holies abe
tbe
walked him back handforth
and forth
andforth
1131

the

emphasized language seems to state precisely the position
outlined in nauvoo in 1844 it is then no exaggeration to maintain as I1 do that to readers of the documents of the oral torah
muds the midrash compilations the doctrine
talmuds
the mishnah the Tal
of the corporeality of god presents no surprise to the contrary
had 1I brought back such an account from nauvoo to my yeshiva in
bialystok my rabbi would have approved and found satisfaction
with the lessons 1I had heard in illinois in fact as 1I shall try to
show the belief in the incarnation of god the corporeality of god
characterized judaism in its authoritative documents beyond scripture we address two issues anthropomorphism in general incarnation or corporeality in particular

the issue of anthropomorphism
anthropomorphism forms the genus of which incarnation
or corporeality constitutes a species anthropomorphism denotes
forming religious concepts and ideas in human terms in accord
with the shapes and metaphors of this world and the human experience of it 4 essential to anthropomorphism is the appeal to a god
in human form as R J 2 werblowsky maintains since otherwise
one would have to deal with representations and manifestations of
the divine in all possible material forms 5 anthropomorphism may
appeal to physical or corporeal traits or may refer to what is called
mental or psychological anthropomorphism also called anthropopathism
popat hism encompassing not human form or shape but human
feelings such as love hate desire anger and the like 6 but as
werblowsky further argues the ultimate residual anthropomoris the theistic notion of god as personal in contrast to
phism
an impersonal conception of the divine also verbal imagery no
matter how metaphorical it is supposed to be preserves this basic
anthropomorphism 7 so much for the genus
A subdivision of anthropomorphism the incarnation of god
in general entails the representation of god as consubstantial with
the human person in first corporeal form second traits of emotions
and other virtues and third action god is represented in incarnate
115
315

11
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form when god looks like a human being in the case of judaism as
in the king follett sermon a man exhibits virtues and expresses
emotions like those of mortals and does concrete deeds in a corporeal manner pretty much as do human beings the conception
of god as a human being in the history of the judaisms of antiquity
is standard and conventional the representation of god incarnate
will not have surprised the authors of a variety of judaic documents
beginning with the compilers of the pentateuch some speaking
explicitly others in subtle allusions prophets and apocalyptic
exegetes and sages mystics and lawyers all maintained
writers exegeses
that notion no single genre of writing law prophecy wisdom
history ever exercised a monopoly over the presentation of god
as a man the authorities who made decisions about canonical
writings it is commonly held took the view that the song of
songs spoke of gods love for israel and it follows the view that
god took the form of a young man stated as we shall see in pesiqta
darab
derab kahana will have proved entirely acceptable in those many
circles that received the song in their canon of scripture
babylonia
lonia or bavli the final statement of the
the talmud of Baby
babelonia
formative period of the judaism of the written and oral torah represented god in the flesh in the analogy of the human person
hence accomplished for that judaism from antiquity to modern
times the incarnation of god in that judaism prior to the bavli
the faithful encountered god as an abstract premise as unseen
presence as a you without richly defined traits of soul body
spirit mind or feeling the bavlis
baalis authorship for the first time in
the formation of judaism presented god as a fully formed personality like a human being in corporeal traits attitudes emotions
and other virtues in actions and the means of carrying out actions
god then looked the way human beings look felt and responded
the way they do and did the actions that they do in the ways in
which they do them and yet 1I hasten to add in that portrayal
of the character of divinity god always remained god the insistent comparison of god with humanity in our image and likeness
comes to its conclusion in one sentence that draws humanity
upward and does not bring god downward but that is the point of
joseph smith as well the exaltation of man by reason of him
whom we resemble in his image after his likeness
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bavil the verse in genesis that states
but even before the bavli
let us make man in our image after our likeness prompted our
sages of blessed memory to come close to the same conception of
the corporeality of god of god and man looking much alike
as joseph smith said in nauvoo that verse yielded an explicit
statement of the matter for the judaism of the dual torah in its
later stages which we find in the following passage from the
genesis dabbah
rabbah
Ho shaiah when the holy one blessed be he came to cresaid R hoshaiah
ate the first man the ministering angels mistook him for god since
man was in gods image and wanted to say before him holy
holy holy is the lord of hosts

to what may the matter be compared to the case of a king
and a governor who were set in a chariot and the provincials
wanted to greet the king sovereign but they did not know which
one of them was which what did the king do he turned the governor out and put him away from the chariot so that people would
know who was king

so too when the holy one blessed be he created the first
man the angels mistook him for god what did the holy one
blessed be he do he put him to sleep so everyone knew that he
was a mere man that is in line with the following verse of scripture
cease you from man in whose nostrils is a breath for how little is
he to be accounted isa 222 8

in light of this reading of genesis 19 we may hardly find surprising the power of diverse heirs of scripture framers of various
judaic religious systems to present portraits of the incarnation of
god corporeal in affects and virtues consubstantial with humanity
doing things human beings do in the ways in which they do them
the incarnation of god corporeality in the most concrete
form forms a commonplace for judaisms from the formation of
scripture forward all biblical writers invited precisely that exercise of remarkable imagination not only so but given the exegesis
of the song of songs as a love song between god and israel on
which basis that book found its way into the canon of judaism we
must suppose many accepted the invitation that reading of the
song of songs goes to extremes in formulating the doctrine of corporeality that represent gods and israels relationship as that of teenage lovers in the formulation of andrew M greeley 9 nonetheless
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however routine for ancient israel the conception of the incarnation of god may have been it did not come to full literary expression in every document of every judaism the history of how
diverse judaisms imagined god contains more than a single uniform chapter about god portrayed as a human being ordinarily
a man
let us move on to clear instances of anthropomorphism in
which god is portrayed in the model or paradigm of a human
being in the following 1I see an explicit comparison of gods traits
to those of a human being the premise of comparison is that both
exist within the same continuum of attitudes and emotions but
the one is superior to the other on that basis 1I invoke the conception of consubstantiality and allege that god and human beings are
treated as emotionally comparable or more to the point consubstantial god is now not wholly other but the same even if better
take note of how the trait of the holy one blessed be he

is different from that of mortals in the case of a mortal when he is conquered he is unhappy but when the holy one blessed be he is
conquered he rejoices as it is said therefore he said that he

would destroy them had not moses chosen one stood before him in
the breath to turn back his wrath Ps 1062310
10623

here the contrast between the human and the divine trait in
response to defeat treats the two as opposites but within the same
continuum god is not wholly other for example without emotions or with emotions altogether different from those displayed
by a human being god and a mortal share the same emotional
framework which is why we may draw a contrast between how
each one responds to the same thing but while anthropomorphic
in the strict sense the passage may hardly be held to accomplish
the incarnation of god whether or not god is represented as
forming the corporeal image and likeness in accord with which
humanity has been shaped is not a question to be settled by a passage such as the foregoing
but what about the concrete representation of god the general notion of the incarnation of god reaches quite specific formulation in yet another document of the same general time namely
the middle of the fifth century the passage derives from a document that came to closure in the later stages of the formation of
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the canon of thejudaism
the judaism of the dual torah around 450 500 CE here
again were joseph smith to have come to a polish yeshiva and
learned this passage he would have found himself right at home
because the holy one blessed be he had appeared to them at the
sea like a heroic soldier doing battle appeared to them at sinai like a
teacher teaching the repetition of traditions appeared to them in
the time of daniel like a sage teaching torah appeared to them
in the time of solomon like a lover

the

passage opens with an allusion to the incarnate forms taken
by god true we have no detailed account of the feelings and
actions of god incarnate such concrete accounts of the incarnation of god as we shall see first make their appearance in the
bavli but for the present purpose of definition it suffices to point
to the statement at hand as an illustration of the precise meaning
of incarnation when it comes to god the representation of god
as teacher warrior lover of the congregation of israel it is of
course understood
because of those appearances it was necessary for the holy one
blessed be he to say to them you see me in many forms but 1I am
the same one who was at the sea I1 am the same one who was at
you out of the
ano khi am the lordyour
sinai 1II1 anokbi
anokhi
brougbtyou
lord your
abo brought
rour god wbo
land of egypt ex 202

the qualification of the foregoing yields no difficulty god appears
in diverse models of incarnation it is one and the same god the
document then goes on to restate the same matter
said R hilya
hiyya the elder it is because through every manner of deed
and every condition he had appeared to them that he made that
nameiy he had appeared to them at the sea as a heroic
statement namely
soldier carrying out battles in behalf of israel he had appeared to
them at sinai in the form of a teacher who was teaching torah and
standing in awe he had appeared to them in the time of daniel as an
elder teaching torah for it is appropriate for torah to go forth from
the mouth of sages he had appeared to them in the time of solomon
as a youth in accord with the practices of that generation his aspect
is like lebanon young as the
rhe cedars song 515 so at sinai he
appeared to them as a teacher teaching torah 1I am the lord your
god who
yon
you
you
mho
brought
broughtjou
ubo drought
udo
ron out of the land of egypt ex 202 11
jou

as a warrior teacher sage and lover god is represented in incarnate form incarnation now is fully exposed and

when portrayed
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an explicit and intentional statement of god in human form is set
before us let me now generalize on the foregoing examples to
state what 1I conceive our sages conception to yield it is the
description of god whether in allusion or narrative as corporeal it is the account of gods exhibiting traits of emotions like
those of human beings doing deeds that women and men do in
the way in which they do them that is why I1 claim that we deal
with the incarnation of god just as in the king follett sermon
joseph smith represents the matter it is for the oral torah and the
king follett sermon alike the representation of god as a human
being who walks and talks cares and acts a god who not only
makes general rules but also by personal choice transcends them
and who therefore exhibits a particular personality

the issue of incarnation
the

broad definition of the genus of anthropomorphism
leaves ample space for speciation and that is what carries us from
anthropomorphism to incarnation for the god of the oral torah is
incarnate as corporeal in conception as the god of the king follett sermon is corporeal and that point is important to my argument here for god may be given personal traits of definition
without emerging within the representation of a human being in
our image and likeness but that phrase does require us to speak
of incarnation in particular that is the representation of the
human being as in the image of god hence the conception of god
in incarnate form
As to the species by incarnation I1 mean the representation of
god in the flesh as corporeal consubstantial in emotion and
virtue with human beings and sharing in the modes and means of
action carried out by mortals defined by manabu waldea as the
by a nonphysical entity
act or state of assuming a physical body
such as the soul the spirit the self or the divine being 12 here
incarnation refers specifically to god when to review god is
represented in corporeal form with arms legs cheeks and the
like or is assigned emotions out of the repertoire of human feelings attitudes and virtues or is portrayed as doing things human
beings do in exactly the ways in which mortals do these deeds
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such as kick butt laugh clap hands and the like then we have a
case of the incarnation of god
the issue of incarnation in the formative centuries of the
judaism of the dual torah concerns not the invention of an essentially new conception of god but the recovery of what was among
other judaisms an entirely conventional one what we find is
numerous stories that represent gods emotional structure and
other virtues showing that it is a virtue to be humble the storyteller provides a narrative of how god showed humility
said R joshua b levi when moses came down from before the holy
one blessed be he satan came and asked god lord of the world

where is the torah
satan ultihe said to him I have given it to the earth
mately was told by god to look for the torah by finding the son
1

amram
of
ofamram

I1

he went to moses and asked him where is the torah which
the holy one blessed be he gave you
he said to him who am 1I that the holy one blessed be he
should give me the torah
said the holy one blessed be he to moses moses you are
a liar

said to him lord of the world you have a treasure in
store which you have enjoyed every day shall 1I keep it to myself

he

he said to him moses since you have acted with humility it
will bear your name remember the torah of moses my servant
mal 3225
5225
322213
322113
322
3223
113
213

god

is represented by our sages of blessed memory as a sage a

man who participates like other sages in the study of the torah
and in that study god takes a back seat and acknowledges the
superior powers of reasoning that sages possess in the torah a
view that properly translated into his idiom joseph smith explicitly adopts
in the session in the firmament people were debating this question
if the bright spot came before the white hair the person is unclean
if the white hair came before the bright spot he is clean what about
as case of doubt
the holy one blessed be he said clean
and the rest of the fellowship of the firmament said unclean

they said who will settle the matter
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it should be rabbah
dabbah b nahmani for he is the one who said
1
I am an expert in the laws of plagues and in the effects of contamination through the overshadowing of a corpse
letter fell down from the sky to pumbedita
Pumbedita rabbah
dabbah b
nahmani has been called up by the academy of the firmament 14
A

god plays

but gods part in the
story is minimal and even the representation of god as incarnate is
tangential it is a story about the sage in the heavenly academy the
sage is like god doing the things that by the way god is represented as doing god is not the hero nor even part of the detail
god is a mere backdrop
other descriptions of things god says and does follow suit
people refer to god but god does not emerge richly characterized
as the centerpiece of narrative one last example of the numerous
allusions to god whether in the form of narrative or in other
a role here as an ordinary sage

forms altogether
said R isaac bar samuel in the name of rab the night is divided
into three watches and over each watch the holy one blessed be
he sits and roars like a lion he says woe to the children on
account of whose sins 1I have wiped out my house and burned my
palace and whom 1I have exiled among the nations of the world 1111515
to him I heard the sound of an echo moaning like a
pigeon and saying woe to the children on account of whose sins 1I
have wiped out my house and burned my palace and whom I1 have
exiled among the nations of the world
and not only so but
when israelites go into synagogues and schoolhouses and respond
may the great name be blessed the holy one shakes his head and
says happy is the king whom they praise in his house in such a
way what does a father have who has exiled his children and woe
16
table
tabie
to the children who are exiled from their fathers table16
1

I said

1

while represented as a fully formed personality in these stories
god nonetheless does not enter into the narrative as an actor a
person who walks and talks among human beings we may say
very simply that when the authorships
author ships at hand wished to make
their points about god as a personality they found no strong reason to tell stories about god as they told stories about sages
when god is represented in negotiations with mortals
engaged in exchanges and gaming
gaining his wishes through give and
take god enjoys a more active role in the narrative unlike the
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copes in the following one we have god as a hero
foregoing periscopes
pericopes
peri
and principal actor
dabbah bar man
mari said what is the meaning of this verse but they
marl
rabbah
were rebellious at the sea even at the red sea nonetheless he saved
log
1067ay
them for his names sake Ps 106
iy this teaches that the israelites
were rebellious at that time saying just as we will go up on this
side so the egyptians will go up on the other side said the holy
one blessed be he to the angelic prince who reigns over
0 er the sea
cast them the israelites out on dry land
said before him lord of the world is there any case of a
I self
gives
sla e nameb
seif to whom his master you olves
siave
slave
nameh mi
myself
rgi es a gift the
israelites and then the master goes and takes the Zgift away again
r
you gae
gave me the israelites now you
ou want to take them away and
dr land I
place them on dry

he

T

1

Z

Z

Z

1

ou one and a half times their number
he said to him ill give you

he said before him lord of the world is there a possibility that
ainest
vou
ou
mastera
a slave can claim anything
master how do I know that you
ainst his master5
anvthina a gainst
will really do
doltit
doit
1

said to him the kishon brook will be my pledge that I1
shall carry out my word nine hundred chariots at the brook were
525
sunk jud 3523
23 while pharaoh at the sea had only six hundred thus
323
a pledge one and a half times greater
than the sum at issue
r

he

Z

forthwith the angelic prince of the sea spit them out onto
egyptians
dn land for it is written and the israelites saw the eg
z3
za ptians dead
14 30
on the seashore ex 1430
1

the pericope

is a story
storn not merely an allusion to a fact or a syllostors
1

gistic proposition or an exegesis taking its own course the narrative commences with a crisis the problem of the israelites at the
sea god intervenes as the hero to solve the crisis the tension in
the story derives from the response of the lord to the angelic
prince and is worked out in the exchanges that follow we have a
beginning middle and end there is a point of tension and conflict ending in a resolution but there is a very considerable point
of difference between this narrative and the sage story and it is in
the critical role beginning and end of verses of scripture the
log
106 7 its climactic moment is
story is spun out to explain psalms 1067
14 30
525
5 23 then exodus 1430
judges 523
1450
323
the following story represents god as a critical actor that
unfolds from be
beginning
innina to middle and end that involves action
tzi annina
za
z7
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that sets up a point of tension and then resolves that tension
and that does not invoke a verse of scripture or provide a proposition concerning the meaning of such a verse in all its indicative traits this story treats the incarnation of god in accord with
conventions characteristic of sage stories in the fathers according
to

rabbi nathan
said R judah said rab when moses went up to the height he
found the holy one blessed be he sitting and tying crowns to the
letters of
the torah
ofthetorah

he said to him lord of the universe why is this necessary
he said to him there is a certain man who is going to come
aqiba
ofaqiba
into being at the end of some generations by the name of
abiba b
joseph he is going to find expositions to attach mounds and
mounds of laws to each point of a crown

he said to him lord of the universe show him to me
he said to him turn around
moses went and took his seat at the end of eight rows but
he could not understand what the people were saying he felt weak
when discourse came to a certain matter one of aqibas
aribas disciples
said to him my lord how do you know this

he said to him it

is a law revealed by

god to moses at

mount sinai
moses spirits were restored he turned back and returned to
the holy one blessed be he he said to him lord of the universe
now if you have such a man available how can you give the torah
through me

he said to him be silent that is how I1 have decided matters
he said to him lord of the universe you have now shown
me his mastery of the torah now show me his reward

he said to him turn around
he turned around and saw people weighing out his flesh in
the butcher shop he said to him lord of the universe such is his
mastery of torah and such is his reward
matters18
he said to him be silent that is how 1I have decided matters
18

here god

the

is the protagonist of the story moses the straight man
story unfolds with a marked beginning the tension created by

moses question about the details of the letters in which the torah
is written the middle is worked out initially when moses spirits
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were restored but then there is then a second point of tension
moses cannot understand the message and then comes a final
resolution everything aqiba
abiba says begins with moses but that produces the third and most intense point of tension leading to the
sporys
storys real point which unfolds at the end so we move in stages
conflict resolution then to a higher level of conflict
what we lack is the resolution of the final point of conflict it
is open ended be silent that is how 1I have decided matters that
statement hardly marks a happy ending and it assuredly does not
answer the question with which the passage commences the
story merely restates the question in a more profound way so
the one truly striking story about god in the form of not a human
being in general but a sage in particular a sage engaged in debate
and argument turns out to make precisely the opposite of the
point of every other sage story all other such stories tell us how
sages resolve points of tension and sort out conflict bringing to a
happy resolution whatever problem has generated the action of
the story but this story tells us the precise opposite which is that
god decrees and even the sage even our rabbi moses the sage
of all sages must maintain humble silence and accept the divine
decree turning matters around in a secular direction we may state
the proposition in this way the sage is like god but like all other
autocephalia
autocephalic
cephalic decree
human beings subject to gods ultimately auto
A story built on the premise of the incarnation of god fully
exposing gods traits of personality and portraying god like a sage
engaged in argument with a man as master engages in argument
with a disciple serves a stunning purpose which contradicts its
academic form it is to show that god while like a sage is more
than a sage much more and even in this deeply human context
that more is to be stated only in the submission expressed
through silence this 1I take to be the final statement of the incarnation of god of the judaism of the dual torah god incarnate
remains god ineffable when the judaism of the dual torah wishes
to portray the character of divinity it invokes in the end the matter
of relationship and not tactile quality and character if we wish to
know god it is through our relationship to god not through our
entirely legitimate and welcome act of the incarnation of god in
heart and mind and soul deliberation and deed and the way to
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engage with relate to god in the face of in the suggestive inof
stance at hand the torah and torture ofaqiba
aqiba
abiba is silence
in an age struck dumb by horror and holocaust in anguish
seeking gods face in a time of the hiding of the face incarnation
takes its unanticipated forms just as at the sea just as at sinai in
response to gods self revelation whether at the sea whether at
sinai whether in sickness or in health whether in moments of
despair and disappointment or in an hour of exultation and ecstasy what is to be said
he said to him be silent that is how 1I1I have decided matters
and abram put his faith in the lord and the lord counted
that faith in him as righteousness gen 156

going home
from nauvoo 1I would have headed home to report on what 1I
had learned 1I would have told my teacher about a new religion
like traditional christianity in many ways but also different in
some and one of those ways would have been the doctrine of god
like yourselves in all the person image
being like ourselves
and very form as a man for adam was created in the very fashion
image and likeness of god and received instruction and walked
talked and conversed with him as one man talks and communes
with another and impressed but always skeptical my rabbi would
have replied very good very good so what else is new what 1I
reported from nauvoo my rabbi already knew in the talmud
but I1 would argue what I1 have said is something new my presen tation of the facts of how the judaism of the dual torah accomsentation
plished the incarnation of god may possibly surprise two sorts of
people first there are those who have long taken for granted the
nonanthropomorphic character of judaism
non
utterly aniconic and anthropomorphic
by which they meant the one at hand the one of the dual torah
many theologians of judaism have built their theological apologetic upon that single characterization of judaism meaning this
kind and I1 here show that that characterization is not valid As we
noted at the outset an entire philosophical movement in medieval
times within judaism proposed to explain in other than concrete
and corporeal terms the anthropomorphic representation of god
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in the hebrew scriptures including rich accounts of the incarnation of god nineteenth and early twentieth century apologists
of judaism particularly in reform judaism and its associated scholarly circles carried forward that same insistence upon the utter
incorporeality of god in judaism by which they meant the
judaism represented in scripture and in the canon of the dual
torah so there is ample reason to anticipate a measure of puzzlement on the part of readers within contemporary judaism
both judaic and christian believers and also historians of religion form the second class of listeners apt to find my results puzzling they are those who have deemed to be absolutely unique
the christian belief in humanity and divinity united in jesus christ
god incarnate they have further held that conception of god to
be utterly incompatible with that of judaism any kind of judaism
christians may find in the israelite scriptures a rich legacy of
anthropomorphism in general and evidence for the conviction
of the incarnation of god in particular they may maintain that
in jesus christ humanity and divinity united and incarnate the
old testament legacy has reached its natural and necessary climax hence finding in the judaism that became normative the one
of the dual torah a continuation of that mode of meeting god
the mode of the incarnation of god may prove jarring for christian as much as for judaic readers
to both classes of readers 1I say very simply that 1I mean no
disrespect in treating the incarnation of god as profoundly characteristic
te ristic of the scriptural representation of god on the one side
and the judaism of the written and oral torah on the other the
conception of the incarnation of god 1I offer was idiomatic to a
variety of judaic authorships
author ships though here 1I treat only the one 1I
have specified that joseph smith set forth the same revelation
seems to me beyond argument that the particular framing of that
conception in reference to jesus christ god become man is unique
to christianity 1I in no way call into question 1I cannot imagine a
seff
seif evident fact of the history of religion than that one we
more self
all recognize that one powerful modern theological apologetic for
judaism has contrasted christian pagan anthropomorphism with
the more spiritual conception of god provided by judaism those
who lay a heavy burden of faith upon the structure of theological
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apologetics will simply have to judge for themselves whether the
bavil in particular
evidence 1I set forth justifies my claim that in the bavli
god is portrayed as incarnate in body and soul attitude and deed
the judaism of the dual torah was and is a religion of the
here and now and so was and is its god and I1 should maintain
on that basis we are able to pray but only on that basis we cannot and we do not pray to philosophical principles theological
doctrines but to the person who speaking out of the torah that
is the religion that the world calls judaism made himself manifest in the torah and as the midrash says when the holy one
blessed be he created the first man the angels mistook him for
god at the end of the twentieth century in which no angel would
confuse man with god but only with satan it is important to contemplate divine images of man just as joseph smith did on april 7
1844 just a century before the very height of the holocaust

questions from the audience and
answers by professor neusner
Q

what factors motives or reasons drive mainline christian and

jewish theologians to interpret anthropomorphic scriptural
passages metaphorically
A the greek philosophical tradition reaching christianity in late
antiquity and judaism in the middle ages found difficult the represen tation of god with positive attributes let alone physical
resentation
and emotional points of congruity with man to trace the rejection of the rabbinic understanding of god as person one would
best follow the history of the exegesis of the pertinent verse
about mans being made in our image after our likeness
Q given mans demonstrated propensities for pride sin and horrifying evil as in the holocaust why isnt it blasphemous to
conceive of god being humanlike
A

what is man that thou art mindful of him and the son of man
Ps 84 that verse captures the
thinnest of him
that thou thinkest
paradox of man it would be blasphemous to think of man not
in gods image which would represent surrender to pure evil

Q

what is the conception of man within the judaism of the dual
torah what is his purpose in relationship with god
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A

rabbinic anthropology is a subject that requires study in its
own terms and 1I do not know any systematic theological work
on the subject but as to the purpose of man in relationship
with god the torah is explicit about the purpose of man it
has been told you 0 man what is good and what the lord
wants from you which is to do justice love mercy and walk
makkoo
humbly with god the babylonian talmud tractate makkot
1313 puts matters this way
expounded six hundred and thirteen commandments were given to moses three hundred and sixty five negative
ones corresponding to the number of the days of the solar year and
two hundred forty eight positive commandments corresponding to
the parts of mans body
R simelai
simulai

isaiah came and reduced them to six he who walks righteously and speaks uprightly he who despises the gain of oppres
opples
sions shakes his hand from holding bribes stops his ear from
hearing of blood and shuts his eyes from looking upon evil he shall
high
isa 3325 26
dwell on hi
ghIsa
micah came and reduced them to three it has been told you
man what is good and what the lord demands from you only to do
justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly before god micah

68
habakkuk further came and based them on one as it is said
but the righteous shall live by his faith hab 24 19

Q what implications does the corporeality of god have for ethics
A

we come closer to god when we can think of god in human
terms which provides for us an accessible model for behavior
and values

Q

are the two tasks of knowing god through reason and of knowing him by means of personal relationship forever irreconcilable

A

we as judaic believers know god because god is made manifest in the torah that represents an act of grace gods self
revelation at sinai the torah spells out the media by which we
work out personal relationships with god these come about
through study of the torah through obedience to the command
mandments
ments and through undertaking our own acts of grace in
imitation of gods that answer does not deal with the conflict
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that some perceive between knowing god through reason and
knowing god through worship and devotion because I1 do not
understand the source of such a conflict reason unaided by
revelation can tell us that there is a god but it cannot tell us
any of the truths that come to us through revelation the
torah the personal relationship to which the question refers
corresponds to acts of prayer and service that obedience to the
commandments makes possible
Q

are the sages reacting to possible inroads of christian incarnational theology by one upping christians by claiming a corporeal god was both a sage and lawgiver at sinai wouldnt this
serve to validate torah and rabbinic judaism

A

the fourth century marks the first point at which we may posit
response on the part of our sages of blessed memory to the
claim of christianity to a share in the blessing of god to israel
it was with the triumph of christianity in constantines conversion that sages formulated doctrines remarkably suited to the
coming struggle with christianity prior to that time christianity received little attention from them but the corporeal god
whom we may know and love the god represented as walking and talking with abraham in the ruins of the temple the
god at the sea and at sinai the god in whose image and after
whose likeness we are made comes to us through both the
written torah old testament and the oral torah as well and
none of the doctrines outlined in my presentation originate only
in the documents of the fifth and later centuries by any means

Q given your claim that the god of the judaism of the dual torah
like in his interactions with
is corporeal in nature and human
humanlike

humanity how might you respond to the argument that god
appears in human form and acts in human ways with humanity
in general so that we can understand him when in fact he is
not like us at all after all isaiah said gods ways are not our
ways and his thoughts are not our thoughts

that to make himself manifest to us god presented his
teachings to moses and the prophets in language that they could
grasp and convey to us I1 am equally sure that god transcends

A 1I am sure
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that underscores

my conviction that the very knowledge of
god that we possess represents an act of grace on gods part
an act of love such as giving the torah through israel represents an act of grace and love the in fact part of the hypothetical question is impenetrable to me the only facts we have
about god come to us through revelation in the torah or are
to be read through the prism of revelation or the torah
us

Q

A

Q

hasnt the danger been perceived

as fashioning a likeness of

god after our image if youre a sage perhaps that would not be
threatening but if you are a king a soldier a dictator a madman
we always err committing an act of idolatry by representing
god in our likeness and after our image the enduring challenge of faith for judaic and christian believers is to remember
that we are like god but god is not like us but as everyone
knows the cardinal sin in the religious heritage of judaism and
christianity is to turn matters upside down
the concept of an anthromorphic
anthro morphic god received generally among a society so steeped in western philosophical metaphysics it would seem to be a radical religious view

how

is

A philosophically

people reject what in active piety they take for
granted no one prays to the unmoved mover and no one loves
and worships the god lacking all positive attributes with whom
philosophy makes its peace the god of the philosophers
responds to certain problems of philosophy the god who
speaks to us through revelation and the torah and whom we
know through prayer and service vastly transcends the conceptions of philosophy god is not merely an idea a conception
that serves to resolve dilemmas 1I am sure that the god who is
made manifest who reveals himself in the torah made heaven
and earth called abraham and at sinai brought israel the holy
people into being for his service watches over us in the here
and now and will send his messiah to redeem us all at the end
of time to western philosophical metaphysics that god is
alien but it is that same god unknown to philosophy whose
very presence for the faithful makes life possible
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Q it seems obvious that philo of alexandria has little influence on
early talmudic literature this picture seems to have changed
by the time of maimonides
Maimo nides what happened
A

the

greatest scholar of judaism of our century harry A wolfphiloll that the judaic religious system of our
son argues in his pbilo20
sages of blessed memory and that of philo cohere and are congruent but 1I am sure he would concur that it was with the
advent of aristotelianism that philosophy entered into scientific
modes of thinking about god and it was through the rise of
islam and with the judaic christian and muslim appropriation
of aristotles
Arist otles challenge to religious faith that critical thought
elicited the response of a philosophical theology from mai
monides
conides and aquinas in turn
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